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As the new regulations for the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM) introduced at the 
end of 2020 continue to be tricky to navigate, the IMPA Marine Stores Guide (MSG) has 
partnered with GSR Services and NautilusLog to offer a brand-new service that allows 
MSG users to identify and seek guidance on all items listed within the MSG data.

Purchasing a licence for this IHM support will aid all users exponentially in identifying 
all items within the MSG that should be considered for IHM documentation as you 
browse the MSGO. If you require guidance directly from the experts at GSR Services, you 
can send your MSGO session cart directly to them and receive a report outlining which 
items should and should not be considered via email shortly after.

What is the IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance?

Before you read on!

This new service is an extension of the Marine Stores Guide Data Licence. Without a Data 
Licence you will not be able to use the ‘IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance’ which is offered 

through the MSGO, a web-browser based service available only to licence holders.

To find out more about the MSG Data Licence: marinestoresguide.com/data-licence/

The Marine Stores Guide Online Service (MSGO) is a browser-based online platform that 
allows all MSG Data Licence holders to browse the entire MSG catalogue, search (by 
keyword, category or six-digit code), save your session stores to a basket and export it 
to a handy CSV file. The MSGO boasts lightening-fast speeds and a user-friendly design 
to aid your daily activities using the MSG Data.

The IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance fits into the MSGO service seamlessly. When 
you purchase this enhanced data service, the next time you log onto the MSGO you’ll 
see your new benefits, which the steps of are outlined on the following page.

Using the Marine Stores Guide Online Service

Find out more about the Marine Stores Guide Online Service:
marinestoresguide.com/data-licence/online-service/



With this game-changing new service, in three simple steps you will be able to gain 
brand-new knowledge and clarity on this ‘industry shaking’ subject and ensure that you 
are taking the right steps in being compliant.

Using the IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance
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Whilst browsing the MSGO, you might wonder which items should be 
considered for IHM Documentation. Add these to your session basket as 
you browse. 

Sit back and wait for your results! Within 24-hours the experts at GSR 
Services and NautilusLog will send you an email with a full breakdown for 
which items the documentation is or is not required from suppliers. This 
feature enables buyers to stay IHM-compliant efficiently!

For more information on the MSG Data Licence, the MSGO or the IHM  
Relevancy Check and Guidance, contact our team today.

T: +44 (0) 1026 798 900 E: support@marinestoresguide.com

When you have finished your session on the MSGO, go to your session 
basket where you have two options: Export CSV and IHM Guidance .

Select IHM Guidance to send your request to the experts!



This service would not be possible without our partnership with the two teams of 
experts GSR Services and NautilusLog.

Meet the experts

GSR is the reputed quality service provider for effective management and 
documentation of hazardous materials in the maritime industry. Based on their vast 
experience, unmatched IHM-services are provided along the whole life cycle of ships, 
from manufacturers and suppliers to shipyards, shipowners, and finally ship recyclers.

GSR ensures customer-oriented solutions and full support to all stakeholders. From 
straightforward advice up to taking care of MD-Management for suppliers, MD-
Development for manufacturers and IHM-Maintenance for ships.

NautilusLog is a Hamburg based ShipTech company leading digitalisation within the 
maritime industry. NautilusLog controls and automates relevant business processes, 
generates reports, and connects the crew with its management, partners, stakeholders, 
and authorities for joint activities. 
 
As the leading company supporting the IHM and IHM Maintenance reporting process, 
NautilusLog has over 2500 vessels already assigned, and more than 2000 IHM 
initial reports completed. They work with leading Hazmat Experts and Maintenance 
Professionals, such as GSR Services, across the world to ensure the complete IHM 
process is managed to the highest of standards. Collaborating with HazMat Experts, 
Maintenance Professionals, certification companies, and suppliers ensures that your 
complete IHM requirements are fulfilled. 



The IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance is an extension of the MSG Data Licence; this 
means that you will need an active MSG Data licence to use the service. This modestly 
priced, highly valuable service costs only 250 Euros per user per year!

Don’t have a Data Licence yet? Pricing for supplier based companies is as follows:

Pricing

BAND A 
Companies / Organisations with 1-50 employees

BAND B
Companies / Organisations with more than 50 employees

One time account & administration set-up fee for a data licence
750 Euros (10% discount available to IMPA Members)

Annual usage fee
500 Euros 

One time account & administration set-up fee for a data licence
1,500 Euros (10% discount available to IMPA Members)

Annual usage fee
1,000 Euros 

Already an MSG Data Licence holder? Get in touch today to activate this new 
service and be one of the first to use it and improve your workflow today!

T: +44 (0) 1026 798 900 | E: support@marinestoresguide.com

IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance
Per individual user

Yearly fee per user
250 Euros



Don’t have a Data Licence yet? Pricing for ship owner/manager based companies  
is as follows:

BAND A 
5 Ships or less

BAND B
6 Ships or more

One time account & administration set-up fee for a data licence
900 Euros (10% discount available to IMPA Members)

Annual usage fee
50 Euros per ship

One time account & administration set-up fee for a data licence
1,250 Euros (10% discount available to IMPA Members)

Annual usage fee
50 Euros per ship

Already an MSG Data Licence holder? Get in touch today to activate this new 
service and be one of the first to use it and improve your workflow today!

T: +44 (0) 1026 798 900 | E: support@marinestoresguide.com

IHM Relevancy Check and Guidance
Per individual user

Yearly fee per user
250 Euros


